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Abstract We construct a VBB and perfect circuit-hiding obfuscator for evasive deterministic finite
automata using a matrix encoding scheme with zero-testing. We construct the matrix encoding scheme
by extending an existing matrix FHE scheme. Using obfuscated DFAs we can for example evaluate
secret regular expressions or disjunctive normal forms on public inputs. In particular, the possibility of
evaluating regular expressions solves the open problem of obfuscated substring matching.
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Introduction

There are several constructions of program obfuscations schemes for different evasive functions, such as hyperplane membership [11], boolean conjunctions and pattern matching with wildcards [10, 7, 6, 5], computeand-compare programs [24, 18], fuzzy Hamming distance [13], and more [22]. These obfuscation schemes
use different security notions such as virtual black-box (VBB) obfuscation, input hiding obfuscation, perfect
circuit-hiding obfuscation, and indistinguishability obfuscation (iO).
All of the aforementioned obfuscation schemes target specific evasive functions [22]. General obfuscation
schemes are less practical. There are candidates for generic iO schemes [14] and VBB branching program
obfuscation, but none of them are practical. It seems that by restricting to evasive functions and special
purpose obfuscation, it is possible to obtain feasible schemes.
In this work we consider a somewhat more general class of programs, namely deterministic finite automata
(DFA). The theory of obfuscating a DFA has been considered before by Lynn et al. [22]. They give an
obfuscator in the random oracle model for a special class of regular expressions for which the symbols are
given by point functions. As open problems they ask whether regular languages can be obfuscated and
whether there is any non-trivial obfuscation result without using the random oracle model. Kuzurin et al.
[20] state that secure obfuscation of DFAs is one of the most challenging problems in the theory of program
obfuscation.
We give a VBB and perfect circuit-hiding obfuscator for evasive DFAs in the standard model. We will now
explain why we do not consider arbitrary DFAs. It is a classical result that certain types of finite automata
can be learned from their input/accept/reject behaviour, cf. Balcázar et al. [3]. We will also give another
possible learning strategy for finite automata in Section 5.1 if certain information is given. Hence we will
only consider those automata which, without loss of generality, reject almost all inputs. We will call such an
automaton evasive. Any security claims we make are only for an adversary who does not know any accepting
input.
Some of the general purpose iO schemes have questionable hardness assumptions or have been broken
altogether, see Ananth et al. [1, 2, Appendix A]. To prove iO security, the underlying multilinear maps need
to come with a hard generalised DDH problem. For our application, we instead require a different hard
computational problem: Distinguishing two related encodings given certain public zero-testing information
should be intractable. We will consider only encodings of evasive DFAs for this problem to make sense.
Instead of considering iO we will consider virtual black-box obfuscation. Since Barak et al. [4] showed that
VBB obfuscation is equivalent to perfect circuit-hiding obfuscation for evasive functions, we indirectly prove
that our obfuscator hides all information about the DFA description.
Finite Automata. Using the matrix homomorphic encryption schemes by Hiromasa et al. [19] and Genise
et al. [15] Alice may generate a private key and publish an encrypted secret finite automaton to Bob. A finite

automaton is represented by a set of transition matrices, one matrix for each possible input symbol. The
transition matrices themselves are n  n square matrices where n is the number of states of the automaton.
The homomorphic properties allow Bob to evaluate the secret finite automaton on an arbitrary input. The
result of this evaluation is an encrypted vector which Alice may decrypt using her private key. This can for
example be use to evaluate secret regular expressions by a remote user while a central server can decide
about the result.
Genise et al. [15] state the matching of anti-virus signatures as a possible application of such regular
expressions. One problem with this setup is the need for interactivity. In their scheme, Alice uses a matrix
FHE scheme to encrypt a virus signature represented by an automaton and sends it to Bob. Bob then applies
his input to the hidden automaton which produces an encrypted state vector. If Bob wants to learn whether
there indeed is a virus present, he needs to send back an encrypted state vector to Alice. She can then
decrypt the encrypted state vector and notify Bob accordingly.
Additionally, the analysis of Genise et al. [15] does not consider an adaptive attack in the form of multiple
queries with an oracle that reports accept/reject for arbitrary inputs. As mentioned, such an oracle can be
used to leak parts or all of the finite automaton description, cf. Balcázar et al. [3]. In this adaptive setting,
we argue that the number of allowed oracle queries needs to be small enough for arbitrary finite automata,
or a specific class needs to be used: We propose the class of evasive finite automata.
Our Contribution. We consider obfuscation for deterministic finite automata and in particular restrict to the
class of evasive DFAs in light of Balcázar et al. [3]. DFAs can represent problems such as regular expressions
and conjunctions (also known as pattern matching with wildcards).
– We obtain an obfuscator for evasive regular expressions and consequently solve the open problem of
obfuscated substring matching. Given a plaintext input x P t0, 1un , obfuscated substring matching is the
problem of identifying whether x contains a secret substring s P t0, 1um . We achieve something even more
general, as the substring can be given by a regular expression. This gives a complete and non-interactive
solution to the virus testing application suggested by Genise et al. [15].
– We obtain an obfuscator
for arbitrary evasive conjunctions. A conjunction on Boolean variables b1 , . . . , bn
k
is χpb1 , . . . , bn q  i1 ci where each ci is of the form bj or bj for some 1 ¤ j ¤ n. Pattern matching with
wildcards is an alternative representation of a conjunction. Consider a vector x P t0, 1, un of length n P N
where  is a special wildcard symbol. Such an x then corresponds to 
a conjunction χ : t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1u
n
which, using Boolean variables b1 , . . . , bn , can be written as χpbq  i1 ci where ci  bi if xi  0,
ci  bi if xi  1, and ci  1 if xi  . Additionally,
we can consider a set of conjunctions to obtain a
 
boolean formula in disjunctive normal form i j p qbij . In conclusion, our DFA obfuscator allows for
yet another solution of this problem.
Our techniques. Consider the matrix FHE scheme by Hiromasa et al. [19] with parameters q, n P N, and
scaling factor β  q {2. Given a secret matrix M P t0, 1urr , we encode it to form a matrix C such that
SC  M SG E, for another small secret matrix S and small error matrix E. Here G is a so called gadget
matrix which is used to construct a lattice trapdoor. Given the secret S, we may decode the ciphertext C
to recover M . Similarly, we may encrypt a vector v P t0, 1ur to obtain a ciphertext c such that Sc  βv e
for a small error vector e. Vector decryption is correct by rounding rp1{β qpSc mod q qu if the error e is
bounded by }e}8 ¤ β {2. The fully homomorphic property then allows us to multiply encoded matrices via
C1 d C2 : C1 G1 pC2 q which corresponds to an encoding of M1 M2 . We can further apply encoded matrices
to encrypted vectors by computing CG1 pcq which corresponds to an encoding of M v.
Given any DFA with r P N states and alphabet Σ, we can obtain transition matrices tMσ uσPΣ with
Mσ P t0, 1urr . These matrices then act on state vectors which for a DFA are simply the canonical basis
vectors e1 , . . . , er . Without loss of generality, assume that the initial state is given by e1 and that the
accepting state is given by er . We will only consider evasive DFAs whose shortest accepted input word has
a large min-entropy. We will also assume that the DFA matrices are given in a certain canonical form which
safeguards from leaking states after partial evaluation and intermediate state transitions.
Finally, we encode the DFA matrices tMσ uσPΣ to obtain a set of encodings tCσ uσPΣ , we encrypt the
initial state vector e1 to obtain the ciphertext vector c, and we publish the last row of the HAO15 secret S,
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call it sr . The obfuscation of the DFA is then the tuple psr , tCσ uσPΣ , cq. The security of our scheme is based
on the security of the HAO15 scheme with the last row of the secret known.
Using the multiplicative property, we may then evaluate the obfuscated DFA on an input word w P Σ 
by first computing an encryption cw of the state vector of the DFA on input w
cw




i

1
ä

|w|

Cwi

G1 pcq.
±1

This corresponds to evaluating the DFA in the plaintext space by computing t  p i|w| Mwi qe1 . Finally,
to check whether cw is an encryption of the final state (an thus whether the DFA accepts the input word
w), we use the following identity
^
R
sr  cw mod q
,
tr 
β
where r.u denotes rounding to the nearest integer. This identity implies that knowing the last row sr of
the secret S is sufficient to check whether cw is an encryption of er , in which case tr  1. If tr  0, then
cw is an encryption of any of the other possible state vectors e1 , . . . , er1 . Note that these encryptions are
indistinguishable since sr can only decrypt the last coordinate. All a user can learn is whether or not the
final state is the accepting state, there is no other leakage of the structure of the DFA. We will show that
this construction preserves functionality as long as the length of the input word is shorter than a certain
maximal length which depends on the individual system parameters.
Outline of This Work. Section 2 recalls basic (obfuscation) definitions. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the notion
of a matrix graded encoding scheme and exhibits two candidate constructions of matrix (graded) encoding
schemes. The hardness of these schemes is based on lattice problems and new computational assumptions. In
Section 5 we explain how to represent finite automata using transition matrices and consider possible ways
of learning (partial) information from such a representation. Sections 6 and 7 present the DFA obfuscator,
security reductions to VBB and perfect circuit-hiding, and consider some parameters and performance.
Finally, in Section 8 we briefly consider obfuscated DFAs from general matrix graded encoding schemes.
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Obfuscation Definitions

We are interested in obfuscating a special type of programs, namely ones which either accept or reject almost
all inputs. The following definition formalises this situation.
Definition 2.1 (Evasive Program Collection). Let P  tPn unPN be a collection of polynomial-size
programs such that every P P Pn is a program P : t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1u. The collection P is called evasive if there
exists a negligible function  such that for every n P N and for every y P t0, 1un :
P

Pr

ÐPn

rP pyq  1s ¤ pnq.

In short, Definition 2.1 means that a random program from an evasive collection P evaluates to 0 with
overwhelming probability. Finally, we call a member P P Pn for some n P N an evasive program or an evasive
function.
Definition 2.2 (Perfect Circuit-Hiding Obfuscation [4]). An obfuscator O for a collection of evasive
programs P is perfect circuit-hiding, if for every PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function  such
that for every n P N, every balanced predicate ϕ : Pn Ñ t0, 1u, and every auxilliary input α P t0, 1upolypnq to
A:
1
Pr rApα, OpP qq  ϕpP qs ¤
pnq,
P ÐPn
2
where the probability is also over the randomness of O.
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Barak et al. [4, Theorem 2.1] showed that for evasive programs perfect circuit-hiding obfuscation is
equivalent to virtual black box obfuscation.
Definition 2.3 (Distributional Virtual Black-Box Obfuscator with Auxiliary Input). Let P 
tPn unPN be a family of polynomial-size programs with input size n and let O be a PPT algorithm which
takes as input a program P P P, a security parameter λ P N and outputs a program OpP q (which itself is
not necessarily in P). Let D be a class of distribution ensembles D  tDλ uλPN that sample pP, αq Ð Dλ
with P P P and α some auxiliary input. The algorithm O is a VBB obfuscator for the distribution class D
over the program family P if it is functionality preserving, implies polynomial slowdown, and satisfies the
following property:
– Virtual black-box: For every (non-uniform) polynomial size adversary A, there exists a (non-uniform)
polynomial size simulator S with oracle access to P , such that for every D  tDλ uλPN P D, and every
(non-uniform) polynomial size predicate ϕ : P Ñ t0, 1u:



A O P, α
P ÐDPr
λ ,O,A

r p p

qq  ϕpP qs  P ÐPr
D ,S



S

λ

P



ϕ P 

p|P |, αq  p q ¤ pλq

where pλq is a negligible function.

In simple terms, Definition 2.3 states that a VBB obfuscated program OpP q does not reveal anything more
than would be revealed from having black box access to the program P itself.
A definition that is more convenient to work with for proving security is distributional indistinguishability. To make sense of this, we will need the following definition that tells when two distributions are
indistinguishable in a computational sense.
Definition 2.4 (Computational Indistinguishability). We say that two ensembles of random variables
c
X  tXλ uλPN and Y  tYλ uλPN are computationally indistinguishable and write X  Y if for every (nonuniform) PPT distinguisher A it holds that

|PrrApXλ q  1s  PrrApYλ q  1s| ¤ pλq
where pλq is some negligible function.
Definition 2.5 (Distributional Indistinguishability [24]). An obfuscator O for the distribution class
D over a family of programs P satisfies distributional indistinguishability if there exists a (non-uniform)
PPT simulator S such that for every distribution ensemble D  tDλ uλPN P D the following distributions are
computationally indistinguishable
pOpP q, αq c pS p|P |q, αq
(2.1)
where pP, αq Ð Dλ . Here α denotes some auxiliary information.

Note that the sampling procedure for the left and right side of Equation (2.1) in Definition 2.5 is slightly
different. For both we sample pP, αq Ð Dλ and for the left side we simply output pOpP q, αq immediately.
On the other hand, for the right side we record |P |, discard P and finally output pS p|P |q, αq instead.
It can be shown that distributional indistinguishability implies VBB security under certain conditions.
To see this, we first define the augmentation of a distribution class by a predicate.
Definition 2.6 (Predicate Augmentation [24]). For a distribution class D, its augmentation under
predicates augpDq is defined as follows: For any (non-uniform) polynomial-time predicate ϕ : t0, 1u Ñ t0, 1u
and any D  tDλ uλPN P D, the class augpDq indicates the distribution D1  tDλ1 uλPN where Dλ1 samples
pP, αq Ð Dλ , computes α1  pα, ϕpP qq and outputs pP, α1 q. Here α denotes some auxiliary information.
The following theorem shows that distributional indistinguishability for the larger augmented class augpDq
implies distributional VBB security for the class D.
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Theorem 2.1 (Distributional Indistinguishability Implies VBB [24]). For any family of programs P
and a distribution class D over P, if an obfuscator satisfies distributional indistinguishability (Definition 2.5)
for the class of distributions augpDq then it also satisfies distributional VBB security for the distribution class
D (Definition 2.3).

\[

Proof. See [10, Lemma 2.2] and [25, Theorem 3.4].
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Matrix (Graded) Encoding Schemes

A matrix (graded) encoding scheme allow us to securely encode matrices and provides homomorphic properties. We can add and multiply encoded matrices which corresponds to adding and multiplying the underlying
plaintext matrices. Finally, a zero-testing primitive should allow us to test whether an encoded matrix is an
encoding of the zero matrix.
We will consider the definition of a matrix (graded) encoding scheme (similar to [8, 9]) first and then
remind the reader of possible candidates and give one new specialised construction based on the matrix FHE
scheme by Hiromasa et al. [19].
3.1

Matrix (Graded) Encoding Scheme

In this section we will give a condensed version of a matrix (graded) encoding scheme which describes the
essential parts as introduced by Brakerski and Rothblum [8, 9]. A matrix graded encoding scheme consists
of the following algorithms:
– Key Generation. Given a matrix dimension n P N, a compatible security parameter λ P N, and a maximal
grading κ P N, the key generation algorithm outputs a secret key sk and public key pk.
– Matrix Encoding. Given a matrix M P t0, 1unn , the encoding algorithm uses the secret key sk to output
a (possibly randomised ) encoding C of M .
– Vector Encoding. Given a vector v P t0, 1un , the encoding algorithm uses the secret key sk to output a
(possibly randomised ) encoding c of v.
– Zero-testing. Given an encoded matrix C or vector c, the zero-testing algorithm uses the public key pk
to decide whether C or c is an encoding of the zero matrix or zero vector, respectively.
There are algorithms that compute the sum and product operations of two encodings, we will abbreviate
them with standard mathematical notation. The homomorphic properties of the encoded matrices should be
as follows:
– Additive. Given two encodings C1 , C2 of M1 , M2 , it holds that the encoding of M1 M2 equals C1 C2
(up to randomisation).
– Multiplicative. Given up to κ encodings C1 , C2 , . . . , Ci of M1 , M2 , . . . , Mi , it holds that the encoding of
M1 M2    Mi equals C1 C2    Ci (up to randomisation).
– Applying Matrix to Vector. Given up to κ  1 encodings C1 , C2 , . . . , Ci of M1 , M2 , . . . , Mi , and an encoded
vector c of v, it holds that the encoding of M1 M2    Mi v equals C1 C2    Ci c (up to randomisation).
In the more general definition of Brakerski and Rothblum [9], there is a grading that we can attach to
each encoding. Then it is only possible to add encodings at the same level to produce another encoding of the
same level. When multiplying elements of different levels, say `1 and `2 , we produce an encoding of a higher
level, for example `1 `2 . We should think of the public key pk as a collection of individual zero-testing keys
pk  tpk` u`PL . Concretely, for a fixed level `, if the public key contains pk` P pk then we may zero-test
encodings of level `. The downside is that in all instantiations such a grading implies much larger public
keys. We will avoid this at the cost of an additional circular security assumption.
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3.2

GGH15

In this section we remind the reader of the matrix graded encoding scheme by Gentry et al. [16]. We are
working over the ring R  Z{qZ for some modulus q. Let m, n P N be matrix dimensions.
Matrix Encoding. The key idea is the following: Choose a matrix A P Rnm , a secret matrix S
small entries is encoded as a matrix C P Rmm with small entries such that
AC
for some small error matrix E

 SA

E

P Rnn with
(3.1)

P R n m .

Key Generation. Sampling an encoding C as in Equation (3.1) generally requires a lattice trapdoor, such
as given by Micciancio and Peikert [23] for example. The lattice parameters n, m P N and the modulus q
depend on a security parameter λ. The private key is then the trapdoor and the public key is the matrix A.
In practice, depending on a security parameter λ P N, we fix a modulus q, and matrix dimensions n, m.
The small matrices are sampled from a β-bounded distribution χ. Fix a maximal grading κ P N, then the
modulus should satisfy q ¡ p4mβ qκ λωp1q which we require for security and additionally for a κ grading. See
Section 3.2 for error bounds and correctness.
Vector Encoding. Similarly, given a secret vector s P Rn with small entries, we can encode it by sampling a
short vector c P Rm according to
Ac  sA e
for some short error vector e P Rm .

Homomorphic Operations. This construction is additively and multiplicatively homomorphic. Take two encodings such that AC1  S1 A E1 and AC2  S2 A E2 , then we have
ApC1

C2 q  pS1

S2 qA

E1

(3.2)

for some small E 1 . Obviously we can only add a finite number of such encodings before the error grows too
big. Similarly, for the multiplication of two encodings we have
AC1 C2

 pS1 A

E1 qC2

 S1 pS2 A

E2 q

E1 C2

 S1 S2 A

E1

(3.3)

for some small E 1 . Finally, applying an encoded matrix C to a vector c works via the identity
ACc  pSA

E qc  S psA

eq

Ec  SsA

e1 .

(3.4)

Zero-testing. Given an encoding C of a secret S at multiplicative level ` such that the error E is bounded by

}E }8 ¤ β p2mβ q`1 , zero-testing is possible. Compute AC and test whether }AC }8 ¤ β p2mβ q`1 . If S  0
then this test succeeds and if S  0 then }AC }8 ¡ β p2mβ q`1 with high probability. Again, see Section 3.2
for error bounds and correctness.

Error Bounds and Correctness. Assuming }C }8 , }S }8 , }E }8 ¤ β for some threshold β, it is immediately
clear from Equation (3.2) that after adding two encodings, the resulting error is bounded by }E 1 }8 ¤ 2β.
Similary, from Equation (3.3) we see that after multiplying two encodings, the resulting error is bounded by
}E 1 }8 ¤ 2mβ 2 (and also for the secret S1 S2 and encoding C1 C2 ).
We said that the maximal grading of the encoding scheme with our choice of parameters is κ. By
induction we find that after multiplying κ encodings, the error is bounded by β p2mβ qκ1 . Now assume
}c}8 , }s}8 , }e}8 ¤ β for an encoding c of a vector s. Finally, by induction, from Equation (3.4) we find
that after applying an sequence of κ  1 matrices to an encoded vector, the resulting error is bounded by
}e1 }8 ¤ β p2mβ qκ1 .
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Security. Chen et al. [12] considered the GGH15 encoding scheme from the viewpoint of obfuscation for
matrix branching programs. They give rules about the form of the secret matrices S such that security can be
reduced to the LWE assumption for lattices. To encode arbitrary matrices M , they give an embedding of M
into a larger matrix S that is still compatible with matrix-multiplication. Chen et al. [12] showed that their
generalised GGH15 encodings for branching programs are secure under LWE. They are using the stronger
graded encoding scheme model which we mentioned in Section 3.1 that restricts homomorphic interaction
between levels. Specifically, in the general GGH15 scheme, they encode a secret S along a path pi, j q such
that
Aj C  SAi E
for different random matrices Ai , Aj . In the end we only publish the very first A1 that is required for the
final zero-test.
In our setting, we set all those matrices Ai equal to a single matrix A, except for a special final matrix
Mf which we encode with respect to a different matrix B such that BCf  Mf A E. We do this because
unlike circuits, which can be translated into matrix branching programs of a fixed depth, DFAs usually have
loops that connect states to themselves under input of certain symbols. We will keep the matrix A secret
and only publish B such that we are forced to apply the final matrix Mf before zero-testing. Hence, we need
to assume circular security for the encodings. This also shrinks the size of the public parameters and allows
for a much larger number of DFA inputs in our application.

3.3

HAO15

The matrix FHE scheme of Hiromasa et al. [19] is somewhat related to the scheme by Gentry et al. [16] we
described in Section 3.2. The hardness of both schemes is connected to the hardness of finding approximate
eigenspaces.
Depending on a security parameter λ P N fix a modulus q, a lattice dimension n, and a distribution χ
over Z. We are working over the ring R  Z{qZ. Assume the matrices we want to encode are from t0, 1ur
for some r P N. Set `  rlogpq qs, N  pn rq`.
Let g  p2i qi0,...,`1 P R` be the gadget vector. Fix G  g T b idn r P Rpn rqN , the gadget matrix. We
may further assume that there exists a randomized algorithm G1 pv q that for an input v P Rn r , samples a
vector v 1 Ð G1 pv q P RN such that Gv 1  v.
Key Generation. For key generation, we sample a secret matrix S 1
S



idr |  S 1



P Rrpn

r

Ð χrn and set

q.

(3.5)

A priori, this matrix FHE scheme does not support zero-testing and since we are not interested in public
encryption, we do not have need any public parameters immediately. We will describe the public key when
we discuss our solution for a zero-testing primitive.
Matrix Encoding. Given a matrix M
output the encoding
C
It holds that SC

 M SG



P t0, 1urr , we sample A1 Ð RnN



S 1 A1 E
A1



MS
G P R pn
0

r

uniformly and E

Ð χ r N

and

qN .

E.

Matrix Decoding. Given an encoding C of a matrix M with respect to the secret S, finding Mi,j works as
follows: Compute the scalar product x  Si  Cj`1 (Si and Cj`1 are the i-th and pj`  1q-th rows of S and
C, respectively). It holds that Mi,j  1 if x is close to q {4 and 0 otherwise.
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Vector Encoding. Similarly, given a vector v P Rr , we sample a Ð Rn uniformly and e Ð χr and output the
encoding
 1

Sa e
v
c
P Rn r .
a
0
It holds that Sc  v

e.

Vector Encryption. The scheme also supports encryption and decryption of vectors. For this, fix an upper
bound b on the }.}8 -norm of vectors that should be possible to encrypt and decrypt and set

 tq{bu.
(3.6)
For example, to encrypt binary secrets we can set b  2. To encrypt a vector v, we will scale it by β such that
the }.}8 -norm of the error is bounded by β with high probability. Formally, to encrypt v P t0, . . . , b  1un ,
output the encoding c of βv such that Sc  βv e. To decrypt c, given the secret S, we compute
β

v



R

^

Sc mod q
,
β

(3.7)

i.e. we round the entries of p1{β qSc to the closest integer.
Homomorphic Operations. Given two encodings C1 , C2 , addition is simply computing C1 C2 . The encodings
can by multiplied by computing C1 G1 pC2 q, denote this by C1 d C2 . Applying an encoded matrix C to an
encoded vector c is computing CG1 pcq.
Zero-testing. Testing whether a given encoding is an encoding of zero is slightly more complicated because
we cannot publish the secret matrix S. For our application, the following construction is sufficient. Let Mf
be the r  r matrix which is zero everywhere and has a single 1 in its lower right corner, i.e. pMf qr,r  1.
Let Cf be the encoding of Mf . Let c be an encrypted vector. We need to test whether Cf c is an encryption
of er , the r-th canonical basis vector. To test for this, we publish the last row of the secret matrix S, call it
sr P Rn r . Assuming we only ever encrypt canonical basis vectors, the problem is then equivalent to checking
whether rp1{β qpsr  c mod q qu equals 1, see Equation (3.7). Equality holds if and only if Cf c is an encryption
of a vector that has a 1 in coordinate r, see the proof of Lemma 6.1 for details. This limited construction
allows us to use the HAO15 matrix FHE scheme as a matrix encoding scheme.
Error Bounds and Correctness In the plain HAO15 matrix FHE scheme, to decode an encoded matrix,
the error needs to be bounded by }E }8 ¤ q {8. In our application, we do not need to decode matrices, but
decrypt vectors. To correctly decrypt encrypted vectors, we see from Equation (3.7) that the error needs
to be bounded by }e}8 ¤ β {2  q {4. Hiromasa et al. [19] showed that the noise growth is asymmetric and
hence computing a polynomial length chain of homomorphic multiplications leads to a noise growth by a
multiplicative polynomial factor. Denote with |χ| the expected value of the distribution χ. Genise et al. [15]
showed that error produced by the application of κ matrices pMi qi1,...,κ on a vector is bounded by


}eκ }8 ¤ |χ|N 1



i
¹



κ max 
Mj 
1¤i¤κ 




j κ

.
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For our application, we will consider matrices pMσ qσPΣ that describe a DFA. We argue that for such
matrices we obtain a large maximal grading κ  q { logpq q. Genise et al. [15] introduced an ambiguity measure
that better restricts the error bound for finite automata, depending on their ambiguity type. They considered
more general NFAs whereas we shall restrict to DFAs only. They showed that DFAs are what they call
unambiguous and that the error
? then can be bounded as }eκ }8 ¤ |χ|pN κ 1q. Choosing a LWE noise
parameter α such that αq  n, we find that for }eκ }8 to be bounded by β {2  q {4, we require that
κ¤

?
4 npn

q
.
rqrlogpq qs
8

(3.8)

4

HAO15 Zero-Testing and Computational Assumptions

The original matrix FHE scheme by Hiromasa et al. [19] enjoys CPA security and does not allow for zerotesting. In Section 3.3 we constructed a zero-testing primitive. As we will see, this requires us to introduce an
additional hardness assumption if we want to speak about security when using our extended HAO15 scheme
as a matrix encoding scheme.
Definition 4.1 (DFA Security). Consider the HAO15 matrix graded encoding scheme with security parameter λ P N. Fix a secret key S. Let pMσ qσPΣ be a sequence of matrices in t0, 1urr . We say that HAO15
satisfies DFA security for pMσ qσPΣ if the following two distributions are computationally indistinguishable:

psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq c psr , pCσ1 qσPΣ , cq,
where sr is the last row of the secret key S, and where for all σ P Σ we have encodings such that
SCσ  Mσ SG E, Sc  βe1 e,
SCσ1  Mσ1 SG E, Sc1  βe1 e,
for a sequence of matrices pMσ1 qσPΣ in t0, 1urr such that |Mσ  Mσ1 | is all zeroes apart from a single 1 in
some row but not the last row.

Note that Definition 4.1 is closely related to the definition of IND-CPA security for an asymmetric cipher:
The adversary is given a number of encryptions of known messages and needs to distinguish them. In our
case, we additionally require that the messages are related and there is some partial knowledge of the secret
key revealed.
The sequences of matrices pMσ qσPΣ that we will consider are matrices that encode DFAs such that the
min-entropy of the shortest accepting input word is at least λprq. See Definition 6.1 for a formal definition
of such a distribution.
Hiromasa et al. [19, Theorem 4] states that the plain HAO15 scheme is semantically secure based on
a circular security assumption and the hardness of the decisional learning with error problem (DLWE)
for parameters n, q, χ. If we did not publish sr , then Definition 4.1 would certainly hold for appropriate
parameters. The hardness of (D)LWE with leaky secrets was studied by Goldwasser et al. [17].
Given sr we may test whether the last coordinate of an encoded vector is 0 or 1. Hence we need to
consider certain safeguards, which are described in detail in Section 5.1. We want that for every additional
encoded state vector, the last coordinate is 0 with overwhelming probability. This is true for the distributions
of evasive DFAs that we will consider. Using sr we can also learn the entries of the last row of the DFA
matrices. Hence, we assume that the last row of the encoded matrices always follows a certain structure.
This ensures indistinguishability as required by Definition 4.1.
Finally, we conjecture that the knowledge of the last row of the secret does not weaken the security of
the HAO15 matrix encoding scheme, assuming that the parameters are chosen to imply an appropriately
large security parameter λ.

5

Finite Automata and Transition Matrices

Fix a number of states r P N. Fix an alphabet Σ and for each symbol σ P Σ, let Mσ P t0, 1urr be the
transition matrix corresponding to σ.
In case of a finite automata M, Σ represents the different input symbols which induce transitions between
the r different states, i.e. pMσ qj,i  1 if and only if there is a transition from state i to state j for an input σ.
Hence, such an Mσ acts on the i-th canonical basis vector ei such that ej  Mσ ei . Without loss of generality,
let 1 be the initial state (represented by e1 ) and let r be the final state (represented by er ). There is a
distinction between deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata (DFA and NFA, respectively). On
the one hand, a DFA has a unique state transition for each state and input. On the other hand, a NFA may
transition into multiple states on each input or transition without any input at all. In general, a NFA will
not have a unique accepting state.
9

5.1

General Safeguards

We will now introduce two general safeguards to avoid partial evaluation and leaking intermediate states and
state transitions. These safeguards are important for our specific construction based on the HAO15 matrix
encoding scheme of Section 3.3 as well as the general construction from arbitrary matrix (graded) encoding
schemes we will introduce in Section 8.
State Transitions. Without loss of generality, let Σ  tσ1 , . . . , σm u be the set of symbols, for some m P N.
Consider a DFA with r P N states and let r be the accepting state. To avoid leaking state transitions, we
need to ensure that the matrices representing the DFA have the following structure:



Mσ1

 0 0



, . . . , Mσm1

 0 0

, Mσm



   0 0

. . . . .
 .. . . .. .. .. 
.


00

  
0  0 1 1

This ensures that for all sequences of transitions matrices which we consider in our application, the last
rows follow the same structure. As mentioned in Section 4, this is important for the validity of the security
assumption in our application.
Partial Evaluation. We need to make sure that no adversary can distinguish between states after merely
partially evaluating the DFA. To see why, consider the following attack strategy.
We can evaluate the obfuscated DFA on progressively longer input words and each time record the
encoded state vector. Although we do not learn the state vector itself, using the zero-testing primitive, we
can decide when two states are the same for different inputs. Even if we force a fixed input word length
(for example by restricting the zero-test to only be possible after evaluating a certain number of input
symbols), we can simply prepend each different word by a fixed prefix. Using static analysis on the number
of encountered states, we can then try to either construct an accepted input directly or at least (partially)
learn the structure of the underlying DFA.
To remedy this we need to make sure that nothing can be learned about individual states after (partial)
DFA evaluation. The key idea is to erase all states but the accepting state before zero-testing is possible.
For this, consider the following matrix


0  0 0
.. 
.

. . .
 .. . . ..

0
0

r r
.
 P t0, 1u
 0
0  0 1
It holds that for all canonical basis vectors ei for i  1, . . . , r  1 we have Mf ei  0, whereas Mf er  er .

Mf



Another way to express this is that the matrix Mf maps all state vectors to the zero vector if they are not
equal to the final state vector but leaves the final state vector invariant.

6

Obfuscated Finite Automata

We would like to construct an obfuscator for finite automata. Every finite automaton induces a program
P : Σ  Ñ t0, 1u that outputs 1 for an accepted input sequence and 0 for a rejected one.

Definition 6.1 (Evasive Finite Automata Collection). Let tMr urPN be a collection of finite automata
such that every automata in Mr has r states. The collection is called evasive if there exists a negligible
function  such that for every r P N and for every polynomial-size input y P Σ  :
P

Pr

ÐMr

rP pyq  1s ¤ prq.
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We need to consider evasive finite automata since the transition matrices of a non-evasive one can be
learned from its input/accept/reject behaviour [3]. It is then natural to use Definition 2.2 – perfect circuithiding obfuscation – as the security notion for evasive automata. An adversary finds an accepted input with
negligible probability and so cannot recover the description of the automata.
We will also restrict to deterministic finite automata since, as we mentioned, they have a unique accepting
state.
Definition 6.2 (Min-Entropy). The min-entropy of a random variable X is defined as


H8 pX q   log max PrrX
x

 xs

.

The (average) conditional min-entropy of a random variable X conditioned on a correlated variable Y is
defined as



H8 pX |Y q   log
E max PrrX  x|Y  y s .
y

ÐY

x

Definition 6.3. We say that a collection tMr urPN of finite automata has min-entropy at least λprq if the
min-entropy of the shortest accepting word in Σ  is at least λprq.
Example of an Evasive DFA Distribution. Consider an alphabet of three symbols Σ  t0, 1, Ku, where
is the unique symbol that may transition the DFA into the accepting state as Section 5.1 demands.
Consider Uk , the uniform distribution over t0, 1uk . Then any string sampled from U has min-entropy at least
k. Defined now tMr urPN to be the collection of evasive DFAs with r  k 2 states such that a DFA sampled
from Mr matches some string sampled from Uk . Hence tMr urPN is an evasive DFA collection which has
min-entropy at least λprq  k 2. This collection is efficiently samplable by sampling a random string x
from Uk and outputting the DFA matching the word x} K (i.e. x concatenated with K).

K

6.1

Obfuscator and Obfuscated Program

Denote by P the family of all programs P induced by evasive DFAs. The obfuscator O : P Ñ P 1 takes one
such program P P P and uses Algorithm 6.1 to output another program in a different family denoted by P 1 .
Algorithm 6.1 uses the HAO15 matrix encoding scheme (assume the maximal grading is κ) to encode the
required matrices and vectors. The output is given by the tuple psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq. In this tuple, sr is the last
row of the HAO15 secret S, pCσ qσPΣ is the sequence of encodings of the state transition matrices pMσ qσPΣ ,
and c is an encoding of the first canonical basis vector e1 .
We assume that the initial and accepting state of the finite automaton are given by the state 1 and
state r, respectively. We further assume that the DFA matrices pMσ qσPΣ satisfy the safeguard requirements
described in Section 5.1. Erasing partial information from the final state using Mf is equivalent to only being
able to test whether the last coordinate of the state vector is 0 or 1. Recall, in Section 3.3, we assumed that
our state vectors are always canonical basis vectors. This is certainly true for any DFA. Hence publishing
only sr is equivalent to erasing partial state information using Mf .
As the decoding algorithm is a universal algorithm, we will simply denote the obfuscated program OpP q
with the tuple psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq. During the execution of the obfuscated program, Algorithm 6.2 is run and
returns whether an input word w P Σ  is accepted by the DFA or not.
6.2

Obfuscated Program Evaluation

P Σ  with |w| ¤ κ as follows:
±1
Compute the encoded vector cw corresponding to p i|w| Mw qe1 using the sequence pCσ qσPΣ and the

We may evaluate the obfuscated automaton on a word w
1.

i

encoded initial state c.
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Algorithm 6.1 Encoding (Obfuscating the finite automaton)

procedure Encode(pMσ qσPΣ )
Run HAO15 matrix encoding scheme key generation and obtain secret key S.
Compute pCσ qσPΣ by encoding pMσ qσPΣ such that SCσ  Mσ SG E for all σ
Compute state vector c by encoding e1 such that Sc  βe1 e.
Let sr be the last row of S.
return psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq
end procedure

P Σ.

Algorithm 6.2 Evaluation (Executing the obfuscated program)
procedure Evaluate(sr , pCσ qσPΣ , c; w P Σ  )
for all i  1, . . . , |w| do
Update the state vector c  Cwi G1 pcq.
end for
return rp1{β qpsr  c mod q qu
end procedure

2. The input word w is accepted if cw is an encryption of the r-th canonical basis vector and thus we simply
output rp1{β qpsr  cw mod q qu.
Again, Algorithm 6.2 presents an algorithmic description.
Lemma 6.1 (Correctness). Consider the algorithms Encode (Algorithm 6.1) and Evaluate (Algorithm 6.2) (based on the modified HAO15 matrix FHE scheme with maximal grading κ determined by Equation (3.8)). For every DFA M represented by pMσ qσPΣ , for every

psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq Ð EncodeppMσ qσPΣ q
and for every input w P Σ  with |w| κ it holds that
Evaluatepsr , pCσ qσPΣ , c; wq  PM pwq.
Proof. Recall the modified HAO15 matrix FHE scheme from Section 3.3. Given a sequence of transition
matrices pMσ qσPΣ , the obfuscator produces the tuple psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq such that Cσ is an encoding of Mσ for
all σ P Σ. This means that SCσ  Mσ SG E, where S is the HAO15 secret. Further, c is an encoding such
that Sc  βe1 e, where e1 is the first canonical basis vector. Finally, sr is the last row of the secret S.
The evaluation algorithm computes the final state vector
cw




i

1
ä

|w|

Cwi

G1 pcq.

This corresponds to the following calculation with plaintext information


t
i

1
¹

|w|

Mwi e1 .

The automaton accepts the input if t  er . We see that cw is an encoding of t such that Scw
some error e. Given only sr , we have the following equation


0pr1qpn
sr



r

q cw  β 0r1
t
r
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0r1
.
e1

 βt

e for

By Equation (3.8) the error is bounded by }eκ }8
κ

¤ β {2 if we choose the maximal grading κ such that

?
4 npn

q
.
rqrlogpq qs

If |w| κ, then |e1 | ¤ }e}8 }eκ }8 ¤ β {2. Hence, computing rp1{β qpsr  cw mod q qu correctly determines
whether cw is an encryption the accepting state er or not. Correctness follows as required.
\[
6.3

Security

In this section we analyse the security of our DFA obfuscator using the HAO15 matrix encoding scheme
which we introduced in Section 3.3.
Note that we make no claim of security once an accepting input is known to an adversary. First and
foremost, there is a classical result by Balcázar et al. [3] that shows that the description of a finite automaton
can be learned from oracle access. Second, we need to keep in mind that an actual matrix graded encoding
scheme could exhibit non-modelled (and thus unwanted) behaviour, cf. Ananth et al. [1, 2, Appendix A].
Theorem 6.1. Let tMr urPN be an evasive finite automata collection which has min-entropy at least λprq.
Assume HAO15 with security parameter λprq is DFA secure (Definition 4.1) for the matrices in tMr urPN .
Then the obfuscator O is a VBB obfuscator for tMr urPN .
Proof. The obfuscator is functionality preserving by Lemma 6.1. It is also clear that the obfuscator causes
only a polynomial slowdown when compared to an unobfuscated DFA since the evaluation Algorithm 6.2
runs in time polynomial in all the involved parameters.
By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that there exists a (non-uniform) PPT simulator S such that, for the
distribution ensemble tMr urPN , it holds that

pOpP q, αq c pS p|P |q, αq,
where pP, αq Ð Mr .
We will construct the simulator S: It takes as input |P | and determines the parameter n
Algorithm 6.3.

P N and runs

Algorithm 6.3 Encoding Simulator

procedure SimulateEncode(r P N)
Sample random DFA pMσ1 qσPΣ from Mr , this DFA has min-entropy λprq.
Run HAO15 matrix encoding scheme key generation and obtain secret key S 1 .
Compute pCσ1 qσPΣ by encoding pMσ1 qσPΣ such that S 1 Cσ1  Mσ1 S 1 G E for all σ
Compute state vector c by encoding e1 such that S 1 c1  βe1 e.
Let s1r be the last row of S 1 .
return ps1r , pCσ1 qσPΣ , c1 q
end procedure

P Σ.

Denote now with psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq a real instance obtained from obfuscating an evasive DFA given by
the transition matrices tMσ uσPΣ sampled from the distribution Mr such that the DFA has min-entropy
λprq. Similarly, let ps1r , pCσ1 qσPΣ , c1 q be the output from the simulator S called on r. This is essentially an
obfuscation of a random evasive DFA given by the transition matrices tMσ1 uσPΣ , again with min-entropy
λprq. The last rows of Mσ and Mσ1 are the same for all σ P Σ. This follows from our assumption of Section 6.1:
The input tMσ uσPΣ to Algorithm 6.1 satisfies the safeguards of Section 5.1.
We will now show, using a sequence of distributions, that both tuples are computationally indistinguishable. The strategy is to start from the real and simulated distribution and remove state transitions one
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by one from both until we meet in the middle where both encoded DFAs are the same. Hence we need to
consider the matrices Mσ∆  Mσ  Mσ1 . If an entry of Mσ∆ is 1, we remove a state transition from Mσ ; if
an entry is -1, we remove a state transition from Mσ1 . This ensures that the min-entropy of the intermediate
DFAs can only stay the same or grow, but never shrink.
– Game p0, 0, 0q: Here we consider psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq, a real instance obtained from the DFA obfuscator O.
– Game p0, 0, 1q: Here we consider ps1r , pCσ1 qσPΣ , c1 q, the output of the simulator S.
– Game pi, j, 0q (for 1 ¤ i r, 1 ¤ j ¤ r): Start from the real DFA matrices pMσ qσPΣ . For all σ P Σ, do
the following:
Step 1: Replace full columns.
Step 2: Replace partial columns.
for 1 ¤ t j do
for 1 ¤ s ¤ i do
for 1 ¤ s r do
if pMσ∆ qs,j  1 then
∆
if pMσ qs,t  1 then
Replace pMσ qs,j with 0.
Replace pMσ qs,t with 0.
end if
end if
end for
end for
end for
pi,j,0q q , cq, where pC pi,j,0q q
This yields the distribution psr , pCσ
σ
σ PΣ
σ PΣ is a randomly chosen encoding of
the resulting transition matrices with respect to the fixed secret key S.
– Game pi, j, 1q (for 1 ¤ i r, 1 ¤ j ¤ r): Start from the simulated DFA matrices pMσ1 qσPΣ . For all σ P Σ,
do the following:
Step 2: Replace partial columns.
Step 1: Replace full columns.
for 1 ¤ s ¤ i do
for 1 ¤ t j do
if pMσ∆ qs,j  1 then
for 1 ¤ s r do
∆
Replace pMσ1 qs,j with 0.
if pMσ qs,t  1 then
1
end if
Replace pMσ qs,t with 0.
end for
end if
end for
end for
pi,j,1q q , c1 q, where pC pi,j,1q q
This yields the distribution ps1r , pCσ
σ
σ PΣ is a randomly chosen encoding of
σ PΣ
the resulting transition matrices with respect to the fixed secret key S 1 .
For 1 ¤ i
r, 1 ¤ j ¤ r, in Game pi, j, t0, 1uq, the min-entropy of the encoded DFA is at least λprq
since we only ever remove state transitions. We have that Game pi, j, t0, 1uq and Game pi 1, j, t0, 1uq for
0 ¤ i r  1, 0 ¤ j ¤ r are indistinguishable by the DFA security assumption. We also have that Game
pr  1, j, t0, 1uq and Game p1, j 1, t0, 1uq for 1 ¤ j r are indistinguishable by the DFA security assumption.
Finally, the two Games pr  1, r, 0q and pr  1, r, 1q encode the same DFA under different secret keys S and
S 1 and again are indistinguishable. Hence, by a hybrid argument, it follows that

psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq c ps1r , pCσ1 qσPΣ , c1 q.
We showed that a real obfuscation is computationally indistinguishable from a simulated instance. This
completes the proof.
\[
As hinted towards in Section 1, there is an equivalence of VBB obfuscation and perfect circuit-hiding
obfuscation for evasive programs.
Theorem 6.2. Let tMr urPN be an evasive finite automata collection which has min-entropy at least λprq.
Assume HAO15 with security parameter λprq is DFA secure (Definition 4.1) for the matrices in tMr urPN .
Then the obfuscator O is a perfect circuit-hiding obfuscator for tMr urPN .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.1 and [4, Theorem 2.1].
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7

Parameters and Performance

Genise et al. [15] gave example parameters and runtime analysis for both the matrix FHE schemes of
Hiromasa et al. [19] (see Section 3.3) and Genise et al. [15]. For a finite automaton with 1024 states, they
chose a 42-bit modulus q. Note that such an overstretched modulus is potentially dangerous in the GGHLM19
setting and does not satisfy the claimed security level as was shown by Lee and Wallet [21]. Nevertheless,
the HAO15 scheme is assumed to be secure for these parameters and allows for inputs words of length up
to rougly 140000 symbols.
In our case, we achieve obfuscated evaluation of any evasive DFA with sufficient min-entropy. Since we
require zero-testing, we obtain a slightly smaller maximal grading. For HAO15, recall Equation (3.8) which
we can use to compute the maximal grading if we encode DFA matrices. With a zero-testing primitive, the
same parameters as above (n  1024, r  1024, q  242 ) yield a maximal input word length of roughly 105
symbols. This is already more than enough for the applications that we described in the introduction, such
a substring matching or virus testing.

8

General Encoding Schemes

In Section 6 we gave a specialised construction based on our extension of the HAO15 matrix FHE scheme
(recall Section 3.3). In doing so, we were able to give a security reduction from VBB and perfect circuithiding to the decisional assumption of Section 4. In this section we want to sketch a generic construction
for obfuscated evasive DFAs from arbitrary matrix graded encoding schemes. We will refrain from giving a
security reduction to a generic assumption. This should rather be investigated on a case-by-case basis.
We will assume that we are given a matric graded encoding scheme (with maximal grading κ) such as
described in Section 3. The obfuscator runs the key generation algorithm such that the secret key sk allows
to encode matrices at and between two subsequent levels. We require that the public key pk allows for
zero-testing only at the second level.
The obfuscator takes as an input an evasive DFA represented by the transition matrices pMσ qσPΣ and
outputs the tuple psr , pCσ qσPΣ , cq. In the output tuple, c is an encoding of the first canonical basis vector e1
at the first level and z is an encoding of the r-th canonical basis vector er at the second level, pCσ qσPΣ is the
sequence of encodings of the state transition matrices pMσ qσPΣ at the first level and Cf is an encoding of
the final matrix Mf between the first and second level. We assume that the initial and accepting state of the
finite automaton are given by the state 1 and state r, respectively. If necessary, transform the DFA matrices
pMσ qσPΣ to satisfy the safeguard requirements described in Section 5.1. See Algorithm 8 for an algorithmic
description.

Algorithm 8.1 Encoding (Obfuscating the finite automaton)

procedure Encode(pMσ qσPΣ )
Run matrix graded encoding scheme key generation and obtain sk, pk.
Compute pCσ qσPΣ by encoding pMσ qσPΣ at the first level using sk (no zero-testing possible).
Compute Cf by encoding Mf at the second level using sk (zero-testing possible).
Compute state vectors c and z by encoding e1 at the first and er at the second level using sk, respectively.
return ppk, pCσ qσPΣ , c, Cf , z q
end procedure

P Σ  with |w| ¤ κ as follows:
±|w|
corresponding to p i1 Mw qe1 using the sequence pCσ qσPΣ

We may evaluate the obfuscated automaton on a word w

and the
1. Compute the encoded vector cw
i
encoded initial state c.
2. Evaluate the zero-test using pk on Cf cw  z. The word w is accepted by the automaton represented by
pMσ qσPΣ if the zero-test succeeds and we output 1 in this case, 0 otherwise.
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Algorithm 8.2 Evaluation (Executing the obfuscated program)
procedure Evaluate(sr , pCσ qσPΣ , c; w P Σ  )
Initialize the state vector s  c.
for all i  1, . . . , |w| do
Update the state vector s  Cwi s.
end for
Evaluate the zero-test using pk on Cf s  z.
return 1 if the zero-test failed else 0
end procedure

See Algorithm 8 for an algorithmic description.
We argue that one should consider VBB or perfect circuit-hiding obfuscation instead of iO for evasive
finite automata. One important reason is the possibility of zeroising attacks. This class of attacks affects
several obfuscation constructions based on graded encoding schemes. The idea is that given an encoding of
zero, we get a system of equations over Z instead of Z{qZ that depend not only on small error terms but
also on the secret matrices themselves. This seems to be especially problematic for iO schemes which are the
prevalent constructions using graded encoding schemes.

9

Conclusion

We have introduced a new special purpose obfuscator for deterministic finite automata that in particular
solves the problem of obfuscated substring matching. We have shown that the obfuscator is VBB secure and
perfect circuit-hiding based on a new computational assumption involving the HAO15 FHE matrix scheme.
Open problems include generalisations of substring matching such as securely matching biometric information (for example DNA). This problem seems to be related to obfuscating fuzzy matching with respect
to edit distance.
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